Extract 1
There are strategies needed in the implementation of Cchronic disease prevention requires the use of
several strategies. One First, it is important would be to have a readily available workforce that is concerned
with the prevention of chronic diseases in the health sector, a workforce that will deliver adopt the necessary
needs measures regarding the prevention of chronic diseases in the health sector (Jacobs, 2012). Another
strategy is having to have a strategic partnership that is between all stakeholders, in particular the
government, stakeholders,healthcare organisations and, different sectors as well as the community, to come
up with in the implementation of measures that support the promotion of good health and facilitates
innovation of in good methods of disease prevention and control ng and containing the diseases (Jacobs,
2012). Another strategy is havingIn addition, it is necessary to developed and better-equipped health centers
with the infrastructure and technology in the health centers that can be used in the prevention of chronic
diseasesactivities and that can also be used in for monitoring trends of in patients with chronic diseases. The
exclusion of any of these implementation strategies is bound to have a negative n impact onin the prevention
of chronic diseases.

Extract 2
To answer assess if Amazon is a good employer, we need to analyze the advantages and the
disadvantages of working there. While On the one hand, a person comes to office as aevery new office
worker, he receives a backpack with all necessary equipment, such as a. A power adapter, and a laptop, for
work and a bus pass to get to work for free. Parking is cheaper for the employees too, and . Cthe company’s
cafeteria has serves healthy meals which is not subsidized. The companyAmazon attracts those who want to
learn, to invent, to and meet new interesting people and provides with . Thepriceless experience, which is
recognised as such by former employees from the job those who left called priceless. On the other hand, The
other side of it is a complaint that Amazon has does not have enough connection between its departments,
which. That makes it difficult to deliver high-quality service to the customers. TFurthermore, the
bureaucracy of a big company and the lack of mechanisms, the need to leave all cases when an to effectively
resolve issues with the clients and the CEO hinder job satisfaction unsatisfactory comment comes and
personal peculiarities of the CEO made the job unpleasant (Stone, 2013). The big number of disadvantages
cross the good ones. Despite the great number of disadvantages, Ppeople still want to work there at Amazon
for some time to gain put a new line entry in on their CVs.

Extract 3
SMEs usually defined as small and medium microfinance that offers financial facilities to a certain
group.[ПW1] One of the characteristics of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is that they have a
small amount of workforce and, the same time, offers a large financial turnover. SMEs have been a large part
of the economy for a very long time as they provide services in that it offers facilities to a large high
percentage of people. The paper current study will tend to examines how what innovation in SMEs has
evolved occurred and in some extent how it has the economic performance of SMEs has increased changed
the performance generally in the economy. The study will measure uses the data for obtained from 400
respondents to measure the effect of innovation in on SMEs. 200 of the respondents was taken fromwere
recruited to the study publishing the online questionnaire online to find out a wide variety of views from of a
wide variety of individuals. The rest of the 200 was collectedOther respondents were recruited physically
form from the local SMEs. Thus, o Overall, the sample of the whole paper indicates a totalcomprised of 400
respondents. The main purpose of having a large sample is because in the current economy SMEs serve a
special function to ensure growth and developmentto assure the validity of the research. The results of the
Thus, it was important to conduct a study that would be able to build the relationshipwill help to determine
the association between innovation and the performance of the SMEs.

Extract 4
The US is a multinational country, where different nationalities try to assimilate accustom to not
usual for them conditions for them. At the same time, some nationalities demonstrate slow assimilation. For
example, although Polish and Haitian people have been both part of the US population during thefor a long
historical period. Neverthelesstime, theose two nationalities minorities are a great example of how different
nationalities even after long life in the US are still totally very different distant and react on to various
challenges differently. In particular, the Polish and the Haitian living in America have different Hhealthcare
cultures, is not an exception since Polish and Haitianincluding healthcare practices and beliefs, and differ
from the US population by being more neglectful of varies on many stages but have the same result –
passivity and neglecting healthcare.

Extract 5

In this paper, we elaborate upon the work of Qian et al. we are proposing a solution that makesfor
use-once DNA computations renewable. Renewable DNA logic circuits are possible due toWe
report a novel design whichstrategy for renewable DNA logic circuits. The basic construction is
inspired by Qian’s seesaw motif, but is We designed a basic motif based on the DNA hairpins. The
developed design packs two reaction cycles in a single gate, so that . Using hairpins helps to renew
the gate once the reverse process starts. The experiments have demonstrated that Tthe proposed
motif and AND and OR gate can be reusedwere demonstrated to be reusable for multiple times. In
particular, Experiments show circuit restoration with some signal loss is performed in every cycle
of reuse.

